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Regions of separated flow constitute a significant source of drag for cornpetitive swimmers
particularly during the submerged portions of the race, which occur immediately after each start
and tum. Since races are frequently decided by fractions of a seconci, even modest ârag

reductions couid have a significant effect on the outcome of a competition.
The author has proposed the use of vortex generators to minimize separation bubbles thereby
reducing overail swimmer drag. The purpose of this research project was to determine the
optimal type, size and arrangement of vortex generators to minimize overall drag.
To this end, drag measurements of a one half-scale mode1 of a swirnmer with various vortex
generators were taken in Carleton University's closed-circuit low-speed wind tunnel. The results
suggest that vortex generators could reduce the drag coefficient for a submerged swimmer by as
much as six percent. The minimum drag for a practicai configuration was achieved with a double
inline row of Kuethe type vortex generators of approximately one-tenth inch scale height (one
twentieth of an inch on the model).
This configuration was incorporated into a swimsuit wom by Arnerican swimmers at the 1996
Atlanta Olympic games (Jenny Thornpson won three relay gold medals) and the 1998 World
Championships in Perth Australia (various medals and records).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The margin of victory in competitive swimming is o h measured in hundredths of seconds.
Consequently, even a modest reduction swimmer drag would be significant to the cornpetitor.
Although skin friction is the least significant form of drag for the human swimmer, it has been the
focus of most drag reduction efforts to date. Commonly, competitors will shave most of their
body hair to reduce skin fiction for major competitions. In addition, manufacturers have

developed fabrics that reduce the friction of water flowing over the swimsuit. However, the high
drag coefficient for submerged humans suggests that form drag is the dominant mode during the
undenvater phases of competition.
Various vortex generators have been used in aeronautical and marine applications to delay the
boundary layer separation that causes fotm drag. The author has proposed affiing vortex
generaton to swimwear at essential locations in order to achieve the same effect for competitive
swimmers (Waring, 1998). The goal of the present research was to refine the placement, size,
and shape of the vortex generators in order to specifi a practical arrangement that will produce
the lowest overall drag for a swimmer. After sumeying previous swimmer drag messurement
methods, the author decided upon wind tunnel testing prirnarily for reasons of repeatability and
rapid turn-around between tests.
Computer simulation employing cornputational fluid dynamics (CFD) was initially considered for
its excellent repeatability and flow visualization. However, this approach had several
shortcomings that made it impracticai at the t h e this thesis was behg planned. The fine mesh,
needed to resolve both the vortices and the swimmer's various separation bubbles, would have

required prohibitive modelling tirne. In addition, the computational power required to calculate
such a mesh was not readily available.
The optimization test ing was conducted in Carleton University's low-speed closed-circuit wind
tunnel. The test article was a half scale fibreglass model of a swimmer in the 'streamlined
position' (hands overlapping with arms extended over the head). This configuration allowed
repeatable testing at Reynolds numbers within the flow regime of competitive swirnming. The
swimrner model provided a reasonably anthropomorphic test article without the inherent
variability of a live test subject.

Testing focused on two types of vortex generators, Stephens (1957) and Kuethe (1970). Mile
the Stephens type did yield prornising results in the wind tunnel, it proved impractical when
scaled up and attached to actual swimwear. The Kuethe type ultimately proved to be more
practical and was highly successful in cornpetition.

The test results are applicable to the submerged portions of the race. M i l e results from
competition tend to support the wind tunnel test results, a more comprehensive in-water, liveswirnmer test program is recommended to confimi this finding.

2.1 Swimmer Drag
2.1.1 Humans and Cetaceans
The human body is poorly shaped for aqueous locomotion in comparison with aquatic mammals.
Currently, the 'fastest man afloat' is Tom Iager who has achieved an average velocity of 8.64

kmhr over 5Oyds (Wyse, 1997). This however compares poorly with observed speeds for the
Dall's Porpoise of 55.4 kmhr (Wyse). This large disparity is at least in part attributable to
differences in the drag coefficient. Using the greatest cross-sectional area as a reference, Clarys
(1 978) estimated the drag coefficient for a submerged swimmer as king between 0.58 and 1.04.

Gross et al (1983) estirnated the drag coefficient of a prone cyclist in air at 0.6 (not including the
bicycle). By comparison, Tietjens (1957), Landolt and Bijrnstein (1955), and McNeill(1968)
estimated the drag coefficient of a dolphin as 0.055 to 0.075.

2.1.2 Drag Sources for a Swimmer
2.1.2.1

Skin Friction

Skin friction is the dominant source of drag for streamlined bodies such as dolphins. The
order-of-magnitude higher drag coefficient for a human strongly suggests that skin friction is not

the dominant source of drag for a swimmer. Despite this, skin friction in cornpetitive swimming,
until recently, has been the focus of most efforts to reduce drag.

2.1 -2.2 Wave Dng

When moving at or near the surface of the water a swimmer generates a series of waves that carry
energy away fiom the swimmer. Cornpetitors avoid this type of h g by remaining submerged

after starts and turns as long as the rules will allow. Recently the Federation International de
Natation Amateur (FINA), the international goveming body for aquatics, amended the rules for

fieestyle, backstroke and butterfly to prevent athletes fiom swimming more than 15 metres
submerged afier each start or tum. Since 1957, breaststroke has been lhited to one pull and one

kick undemater after each start or turn. Prior to the changes, several world records were
established by cornpetitors who rernained submerged for more than half the race distance.

2.1 .Z.3 Fo m Dng
For the submerged swirnrner, separation bubbles are probably the primary drag source. What
cornpetitive swimmers term the 'streamlhed' position (arms extended over the head with hands
overlapping) is more accurately described as a minimum drag position. The high drag
coefficient, even in the strearnlined position, strongly suggests that the flow does not foilow the
contours of the body. Rather, the flow separates in areas of adverse pressure gradient, such as the
lower half of the buttocks. Along the swimmer's back, numerous contours create adverse
pressure gradients resulting in large separation bubbles. These were clearly observai by the
author during flume testing of swimrners at the International Centre for Aquatic Research (ICAR)
in Colorado Springs. The flowing water contained a large number of small air bubbles that
provided flow visualisation. As anticipated, there was a large separation bubble behind the
buttocks. In addition, there was also a separation bub ble in the smali of the back. These are
shown schematically in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 :Separation 6ubbka for Prone Swknmr
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2.1.3 Classic D a g Reduction Techniques
2.1.3.1 Shaving Body Hair
Swimming is becoming increasingly competitive with races frequently decided by tenths of
seconds or las. Consequently, even minimal drag reduction cm have a significant effect on the
outcome of a race. This is evidenced by the widespread practice of 'shaving d o m ' prior to major
cornpetitions. This involves shaving most of the body (sometimes including the head and
eyebrows) to achieve a more hydrodynamicaliy s m h surface.

2.1.3.2 Tight Suit
Wearing a tightly fitting swimsuit has several advantages, particularly for women. The suit tends
to flatten out the contours of the body and reduce the amount of water that flows between the suit
and the skin surface thereby reducing fom drag. In addition, Kraemer et a1 (1 996) showed that
fabric compression around muscles would d u c e muscular vibration and thereby reduce fatigue.

2.1.4 Other Developments in Suit Design
2.1-4.1 Denset weave
Cornpetitive swimsuit manufacturers. until recently, have focused on reducing the skin friction of
the fabric. This generally involves increasing the stitch density of the knit or weave to reduce
porosity and decrease surface roughness. However, despite the best efforts of swimsuit
manufacturers, a practical suit has not yet been designed which completely prevents water fiom
flowing into the space betweai the fabric and the skin. Consequently, the suit material must
maintain some minimum porosity in order to prevent ballooning and its cornmensurate drag
increase.

2.1 A.2 'Hydrophobic' Matefiab
Various manufacturers have introduced 'hydrophobic' rnaterials. These fabrics are typically
treated with a polymer such as Teflon. Presumably, the polymer molecules gradually shed into
the boundary layer thereby increasing the fluid viscosity in the near-wall region and reducing
shear stress.

2.1A.3 Longitudinal Riblets
One manufacturer has aff~xedfiblets onto some areas of the suit. Walsh (1980) fvst suggested
riblets as a general means of turbulent skin friction reduction. If, however, skin friction accounts
for only a small fraction of the total drag on a swimmer, then geater overall improvements may
be possible by focusing on more dominant drag sources such as fonn drag.

2.1A.4 Serendipitously Located Seams
In the process of constructing a swimsuif various pieces of fabric must be stitched together.
Although manufacturers atternpt to rninimize the height of these seams, they nonetheless form a

significant boundary layer obstacle. When these seams are located on the upstream (near the
head) portion of the suit, they may trip the boundary layer into turbulence. This will tend to delay

separation in regions of high adverse pressure gradient.

2.1.4.5 Bump Arrays
Some cornpetition suits incorporate an array of small bumps on the chest area. This is has the
effect of tripping the boundary layer to delay separation aft of the chest. However, no separation

was observed in the chest area when testing swimmers in a flume at the International Centre for
Aquatic Research (IC AR) in Colorado. The tightness of the suits normally wom by cornpetitive
swimmers tends both to flatten the sofl tissues of the chest while smoothly stretching out over
gaps. The rault is diminishment of the adverse pressure gradient downstream of the chest and a

reduced tendency for the flow to separate even without boundary layer energization.

2.1.5 Vortex Generators
2.1 .5.1 Genenl Principles of Operation
Vortex generators are generally employed to prevent or delay boundary layer separation in areas

of hi& adverse pressure gradient. Typically, vortex generators are installed in a row across the
body upstream of the adverse pressure gradient. This mates a series of closely spaced vortices

that persist through the region of adverse pressure gradient. These vortices m i . the hi@-speed
freestream flow away fiom the body with the low-speed flow in the boundary layer. The

resulting rise in wall shear stress delays the onset of flow separation. Classically, the height of
the vortex generator is 0.5 to 1.5 times the boundary layer thickness (Kuethe and Chow, 1986).

2.1.5.2 Types of Vortex Generators
Figure 2.2 shows vortices being generated downstream of vane type vortex generators. These are
the most commonly seen and typically consist of rectangular or hiangular plates mounted

perpendicularly to the surface and canted to the flow direction. Despite their simplicity and
widespread usage, the high device drag and requirement for a stiffprotnision make the vane type

unsuitabte for athletic apparel.

Figure 2.2: Vane Vortex Genenton
The Stephens vortex generator, as show in figure 2.3, was invented based on observations of
flow around NACA inlet ducts (Stephens, 1957). Since NACA inlet ducts have been optimized
for maximum efficiency, one would expect a lower device drag for the Stephens than the vane
type-

The general shape is also better suited to garment attachent. The larger base area makes it
easin to bond to fabric. In addition, a Stephens vortex generator can be made fiom a flexible
polyrner. This allows the vortex generator to conform to the surface contours when the swimsuit
is worn.

Figure 2.3: Stephens Voitex Generators

Kuethe (1970) first proposed the use of 'V' shaped protrusions. as shown in figure 2.4, for
efficient vortex generation. This type ultimately proved to be effetive at drag reduction. In
addition, they proved to be more durable when incorporated into a swimsuit.

Figure 2.4: Kuethe Vortex Genenton
Wheeler ( 1 984, 1991) invented two new types of vortex genaator, show in figures 2.5 and 2.6,
based upon the Stephens type. The inventor daims these devices will mate more intense
vortices than previous designs. If true, the Wheeler-type vortex generators would warrant funire
investigation.

Figure 2.5: Wheeler Type 1 Vortex Generaton

Figure 2.6: Wheeler Type 2 Vortex Generatom

2.1.6 tiistorical Test Methods
2.1.6.1

Static Drag Messuremnt

The wide variation of hurnan body types cornbineci with the flexiiility of lirnbs and the
cornpliance of soft tissues make repeatable drag measurements with real swimmen extremely
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dificult. Nonetheless, various experimenters have atternpted 'passive' drag testing of prone
swimrners in either flumes or tow tanks. The resub of the many researchers are summarked by
Ciarys (1979). Since most researchers did not rneasure cross-sectional ara, the data could not be

normalized. However, Clarys did plot the data together to reveal a range of drag values fiom 80N
to 160N at 2 . 0 d s .

2.1.6.2 Active Drag Measurernent
2.1.6.2.1 Force Deficit/Surplus

Since passive drag rneasurernents are limited to immobile, prone swimmers, atternpts have k e n
made to measure the so-called 'active' drag of a moving swimmer. While this quantity is
probably impossible to measure duectly, various indirect methods have been attempted with, as
noted by Clarys (1 979), widely varying results.
Several researchers, including Holmér ( 1974), applied varying known assisting and retarding
forces to a swimmer in either a flume or a pool. Oxygen consumption was measured during each
phase of the test and for each subject at rest. For a given velocity, the retardindassisting force
was plotted against oxygen consumption. From these values, the researchers extrapolated the
theoretical assisting force required to bring the oxygen consumption to the rest level. This
assisting force was assumed qua1 to and opposite the active h g at the given velocity.
Using this approach, it would be difficult to account for changes in propulsive efficiency with
varying retarding forces. Cornpetitive swirnmers use an 'S' shaped hand pull in order to generate
thmst through Iift. For an Uicreased load at a given velocity, the swimmer would have to open up
the angle of the hand or increase the stroke rate on order to increase thrust. Either of these
reactions would result in an effeftive increase in the hand's angle of attack. Increasing the angle
of attack of the hand in order to generate more lift would increase the intensity of the vortex

trailing from the fuigers. Continuhg to increase the load will ultimately cause flow o v e the
hands to stall and the swimmer would be unable to compensate for the load. Consequently, this
method probably tends to understirnate the tme active drag.

2.1 -6.2.2Force lntegration
HoIlander et al (1 986) and Toussaint et al (1988) conducted tests using transducers with
handholds that were placed periodically along a pooi lane 0.8 metres below the surface of the
water. The swimmers used the handholds to propel themselves. Each transducer recorded the
force histoty on the handhold. By comparing these values with the swimmer's velocity, a value
of average active drag was estirnateci.

2.1-6.Z.3 Oxygen ConsumptionlHeart Rate

This approach to active drag measurement involves taking measurements of an athlete's oxygen
consumption white swirnming in a pool or flume. From the rate of oxygen consumption. the
swimmer's power output can be estimateci and cornpared with their velocity. However, there are
a number of error sources with this technique. The human body bums oxygen even when
sedentary in order to rnaintain homeostasis. In addition, during vigorous exercise some portion of
the nutrients is burned anaerobically. Consequently, this energy expenditure would not be

reflected in the oxygen consumption rate. In any case, the inherent lack of repeatability for ail
currently known active-drag tests makes them impractical for optimization testing.

3 TESTMETHODANDAPPARATUS
3.1 Requirements for Current Test
3.1.1 Realistic Flow Conditions
In designing a test to optimize the vortex generator configuration, a number of requirements
arose. Firstly. any chosen test method must produce a flow tield in the a r a of interest that is
similar to that for a competitive swimmer. This implies that both the contours of the test article
and the Reynolds number must be within the range of real-world experience. These values are
shown in section 4.1 .1.

3.1-2 Repeatability
Any optimization testing requires repeatable results in order to distinguish between various

configurations in a statistically significant manner. This requirement placed constraints on both
the measurement apparatus and the test article. The measurement method must give consistently
precise readings. The test article must be rigid to avoid geometry variations from one test to the
next.

3.1.3 Rapid Tumaround
The need to test a hi& nurnber of configurations necessitated a test method which would both
yield rapid results while allowing quick changeover of vortex configurations.

3.2 Wind Tunnel Testing
3.2.1 Advantages
Considering the above criteria, the closed-circuit low-speed wind tunnel, as described in section
3.4, was chosen for optimization testing. Given a suitable test article, the tunnel was capable of

producing Reynolds numbers in the range of competitive swimmers. In addition. the test section

was already equipped with a suitably sensitive balance for drag measurement.

3-22 Disadvantages
The most obvious disadvantage of wind tunnel testing is the use of air versus water. However,
since both air and water are Newtonian fiuids, their flow behaviour should be the same at the
same Reynolds numbers. Any diflerences would arise from special cases such as the polymer
suit treatments described in section 2.1.4.2. The effecis of viscous polymer shedding would be
dificult to duplicate in a wind tunnel.

3.3 Test Model
3.3.1 Construction Method
A three-dimensionai human cornputer mode1 was generated and manipulated into the prone

position using Poserw software From Fracta1 Design Corporation. Three views. as shown in
figure 3.1, were printed out in one-half scale. The three views were used to hot-wire a piece of
foam-core into the approximate shape. The foam mode1 was then hand shaped and covered with
fibreglass.

3.3.2 Specifications
The mode1 dimensions were constrained by the cross-sect ional area of the wind tunnel. Rae and
Pope (1 984) suggest that 5% is the maximum recommended ratio between the rnodel crosssectional a r a and that of the wind tunnel. Beyond this, tunnel boundary errors becorne
sipificant. Given this constraint, a half-scale model of a six-fmt male was built with the
foliowing dimensions:
The full length of the model, L, is 1.25m,
The length fiom the hger tips to the beginning of the region of interest, L,, is 0.70111,and
The cross-sectional area, A, is 0.0194 m' which is approximately 5% of the wind tunnel area.

Figure 3.1 : Cornputer Generated Wind Tunnel Model

3.3.3 Model versus Live Swimmer
3.3.3.1 Anthmpomorphic Accuncy

Since no two human bodies are the same, any model can at best be said to have a geometry that
falls within the space of anatomic possibility. The model contains several simplifications of
anatomical detail such as a lack of fuigers and toes or distinct facial features. These omissions
w a e due to the limitations of the construction technique that did not knd itself to mal1 detail.
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Ultimately, however, the flow patterns in the areas of interest were observed to be similar to those
of live swimmers. In addition, the measured drag coefficientwas similar to that measured for
prone hurnans at the same Reynolds number.

No attempt was made to model skin texture or hair. The lack of body hair on the model is

reasonable considering the near universal practice of shaving al1 body hait prier to major
competitions. In addition, many athletes Wear swim caps during cornpetition. Modelling finescale skin texture was not possible with the current construction technique.

3.3.3.3 No Skin Cornpliance
The pliability of human skin may impact boundary layer deveiopment. Specificaliy. a cornpliant
surface will tend to damp out turbulence and may tend to deiay boundary layer transition.

Even during a single test run, swimmers find it dificult to hold a single body position. Certainly,
repeating the same body position precisely from one test to the next is a practical impossibility.
Consequently, the use of live swimrners to optimise the vortex generator configuration would be
a futile exercise. Given its fixed geometry, the wind tunnel model is clearly superior in this
respect.

3.4 Wind Tunnel Description
The closed-circuit low-speed wind tunnel incorporates a removabie, closed test section with
interna1 dimensions of 3Oin x 20in x 72in. The maximum air velocity is approxirnately 75mk
However, as discussed in section 4.1.1, testing was lirnited to approximately 45rn/s due to
excessive d e l vibration above that speed.
Wind tunnel velocity is measured via two static pressure taps. One is located in the settling
chambet upstream of the test section. The low a u velocity in the settiing chamber causes this
masurement to be close to the stagnation pressure. The second pressure tap is located
immediateiy upstream of the start of the test section. Since the end of the test section is open to

the outside, this measurement is close to amiospheric pressure. The precise relationship between

these two pressures and the dynamic pressure in the test section was determined during wind
tunnel calibration.

3.5 Force Balance Description
The force balance. show in figure 3.2, consists primarily of an outer fiane fiom which a
platform is suspended by means of linkages. The link arms constrain the motion of the platform
to vertical and longitudinal displacement. A pitch a m extends from a pivot that is anchored to

the platform. Lifi and drag loads result in small displacements of the balance platform. Pitching
moments result in angular displacement of the pitch m.The displacements are measured by
linear variable displacement transfomers (LVDTs). These transducers contain one primary
winding and two secondary. A constant AC voltage is applied to the primary winding.
Displacernent of the core results in a change in voltage across the two secondary windings. This
voltage is recorded using a digital multi-meter or other data acquisition device. The voltages are
converted to forces or moments using constants determined during balance calibration.
The mode1 was suspended in the test section fiom two bayonets and a pitch strut as shown in
figure 3.3. The bayonets and pitch strut transmit liR drag and pitch loads to the force balance.
Only the balance platform is shown for clarity.

Figure 3.2: Wind Tunnel Balance

Figure 3.3: Model Suspendeci in Test Sectkn
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Operating points
4.1.1 Reynolds Number
The model was tested without vortex generators attached in order to debug the apparatus, and

detemine baseline drag values against which to compare moâified configurations. The initial
baseline testing revealed several minor problems with the apparatus. For instance, the holes for
the main struts had to be enlarged slightly to prevent rubbing at higher wind tunnel speeds.
A more serious problern developed when it was discovered that the model tended to vibrate above

60% wind tunnel speed or about 451111s. In order to assess the applicability of testing in this lower
veloçity range, the Reynolds numbers for the mode1 and elite swimmers were compared. The

Reynolds number for the rnodel at the maximum tested velocity is determined as foIlows:

Given that

where L is the Full length of the model,

p , , = 1.19 kg/rn2 , and

the Reynolds number for the d e l is

A petite female 200m breaststtoker (the shortest swimmer in the slowest race) would produce the

lowest Reynolds nurnber amongst world class s w h e r s . The Reynolds number during the glide

phase after a start or turn with arms extended overhead is detemined as follows:
Given that

where L is the full length of the swimmer with arms extended overhead and toes pointed,

pH:, = 996 kg/m2 , and

the Reynolds number for the small female breastroker is

Similarly, a male 5Om freestyter (the tallest swimmer in the fastest race) generates the upper limit

of Reynolds number. His length and velocity are

L = 2 S m , and

Thus, the Reynolds number for the mate sprint fieestyler is

Consequently, the uppermost Reynolds numbers of the tests were within the range of interest.

4.1.2 Angle of Athck
The angle of altack for a live s w h e r is variable due to the body's flexibility and changes in
body dimensions fiom one athlete to the next. The most desirable body position is one that
rninimizes drag. This, however, is complicated by buoyancy effects. Maintaining a given depth
during the submerged glide phase requires the swimmer to rnodiQ the angle of attack in order to
create lifi that cancels the buoyancy force. Since the body is not syrnmetrical front to back, the
required angle of attack relative to the swimmer will vary with body rotation. Depending on the
stroke and individual style. the swimmer may be swimming on their back, fkont, or side when
submerged.
A test was conducted to establish the variability of drag coefficient with angle of aîîack. The

results of the test are shown in figure 4.1. With the wind tunnel speed set at 30.4 mls, the angle
of attack of the mode1was varied by adjusting the pitch angle (an adjustment extemal to the test

section) on the balance with the wind tunnel running. Maintaining a constant velocity eliminated
any change in drag coefficient that might arise due to Reynolds number variability. The pitch
angle show on the graph is not the true angle of attack. It is simply the pitch angle reading on
the balance.

The pitch angle for ail subsequently reporteci testing is -5'. The measured drag coeficient at this
pitch angle was 0.537. This is only slightly higher than the minimum value of 0.535 measured at
-7'. However, since there was a sharp increase in drag coemcient to 0.624 at -8". a test pitch

angle of -7O could be prone to repeatability errors. Conversely, the observeci drag coefkient for
-3' was 0.548. Consequently, a pitch angle of - 5 O provides a drag coefficient which is within
0.4% of the minimum while showing a maximum variability of 2.0% for changes in angle of

attack as great as 2".

Figure 4.1 :Variation of Drag Coefficient with Pitch Angk

4.2 Measurement Accuracy and Repeatability
The accuracy of the measured drag coefficient will be affected by the uncertainty in the following
variables:
The Drae Transducer Output. Based on the balance acceptance calibration, the linear
variable displacement transfomer (LVDT)used to rneasure the drag force showed a constant
bias error of O.O4N across the range measured in Our experimenf about 6N to 1SN.
Consequently, the bias error in the calculated coefficient of drag would range from 0.3% to
0.7%.

The Model Cross-sectional Area. The model cross-sectional area was estirnateci by external
rneasurements to be 0.0 194m'. This value is probably accurate to f0.00 1m2. This would
contribute an error in the coefficient of drag estimate of 5%. However, since this is a
systematic error, it will have no effat on the ranking of results.
The Tare Drap Estimate. The drag on the struts and bosses holding the model would
nomally be measured directly without the mode1 installed. This drag is then subtracted from
al1 measurements with the mode1 installed. These measurements were scheduled for afier
completion of modei testing. Unfortunately, the balance experienced a mechanical failure
that could not be f d prior to the wind tunnel king taken over for other experiments.
However, a reasonable estimate of the tare drag could be made based on the geometry of the
fixtures. While the accuracy of this estimate is probably only within k 15%, this would have
no effect on the ranking of the various configurations. Furthemore, since the tare drag
constitutes about 24% of the measured drag, the absolute accuracy of the drag coefficient
would only be deçreased by about 4%Pitch Angle. As discussed in section 4.1.2, the maximum variation in drag coefficient of

2.0% was measured for variations in pitch angle of up to 2'. Random mor could reult fiom

variability in mode1 reinstallation. The pitch angle adjustment sale is accurate to Io. Using
this vaIue the maximum random enor resuiting f h n errors in installation fiom one run to the
next would be 1.2%. The bias enor for pitch angle is not relevant since, as discussed in
section the pitch angle was chosen arbitrarily.

ûyamic Pressure. The stagnation pressure in the test section was calculated fkom static
pressure measurements of the wind tunnels settling c hamber, P d , and a pressure tap
immediately upstream of the test section, Pc2. In order to estimate the random error in the

dynamic pressure q, one notes that based on wind-tunnel calibration,

and

where P, is the static pressure in the test section and is assurned to be equal to Pm,,the

outside air pressure, since the end of the test section is vented to the room.

Combining 4.1 and 4.2 gives

4=

p., - p.,
0.938

P,! and PL.?were measured using a manometer that could be read to an accuracy of
20.01 in H20or GSPa white the measured dynamic pressure varied fiom approximately 530

to 1240Pa. The coefficient of drag is calculated from the equation

where D is the drag force and A is the mode1 cross-sectional area. Substmiting equations 4.1

and 4.2 into 4.3 gives

lncluding the random error of 2.SPa thai applies to both Pcl and Pc2, this can be rewriften as

The rmdom percentage error in the calculated drag coefficient resulting From errors in
pressure measurement is given by the expression

Substituting in equations 4.4 and 4.5 gives

Rearranging equation 4.2a gives

P., -

c2= q

0.938 .

For the minimum tested dynamic pressi

P,,-?.'l

lave

= (540)(0.938) = 5 0 7 P ~ .

Substituting this into equation 4.7 gives

Similarly, for the maximum tested dynamic pressure of 1240Pa we have

c.,- P,? = (1240)(0.938) = 1 l63Pa .
Again substituthg into 4.7 gives

Consequently, the random error in drag coefficient arising from pressure measurement errors
can be expected to range from 0.4% to L .O%. Dynamic pressure is calculated fiom the
difference of the two pressure measurements. Since both manometers connect to the same
reservoir, any bias errors would tend to cancel out.
Ternwrature. The static temperature gauge is graduated at intervals of Z°F. In addition, the
temperature probe was placed upstrearn of the test section in a lower velocity flow.
Consequently, the measured temperature is somewhere between the static temperature and
the total temperature. The ratio of static to total temperature is given by Barlow et ai (1999)

as:

where y is the ratio of specitic heats and M is the Mach number. For air at 7S°F, a typical
measured test temperature,

The Mach number is given by

(4. IO)

where a is the speed of sound and is given by

For air this becornes

At 7S°F this is

Across the test velocity range of 3 W s to 47mk the Mach number varies between

and

The ratio of static to total temperature for the high and low speeds is

and

At 30rn/s and a static temperature of 75°F or 5 3 5 O R the error is

Similarly, at 47m/s the error is

Tot?- q = Tl

rot2
O--

Ti

T, = (535)(1.0037) - 535 = 2.0 OF.
-

Consequently, the error in static temperature measurernent due to sensor shape and position
should not exceed 2.0°F. Whatever the true value it will be a bias error and thus systematic.

In order to assess the impact of the anticipated temperature erron on Rqmolds number and
ultimateIy drag coefficient, we note that velocity is derived fkom the measured dynamic
pressure using the equation
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Substituting this into the Reynolds number formula gives

Using this formula. assuming a temperature of 7S°F and a dynamic pressure of 540Pa
(approximately the lowest tested). the Reynolds nurnber for the mode1 is given by

Similarly for 73°F and 7 7 O F we have

Likewise at 1280Pa (approximately the highest tested pressure), the Reynolds numbers for

73OF, 7 5 O F and 77OF are:

The impact of this variation on drag coefficient can be estimated by noting its relationship
with Reynolds number as observed d u h g baseline testing. Of the two baseline tests, as

described in section 4.5, the c lean baseline showed the greatest dependence on Reynolds
nurnber. As will be derived in section 4.6.1, the data curve fit for the clan baseline is given
by

Using this relation for a dynamic pressure of 540Pa. the calculated drag coefficients for 73OF,

75°F and 77°F are

Similarly for a dynamic pressure of 1280Pa the drag coefficients are

The percentage error associated with these deviations is given by

Using this equation, the percentage errors in CDdue to a 2 O F error in temperature are

Both the random error due to instrumentation iimitations and the maximum bias error due to
measuring a temperature that is not static are 2OF. Consequently, one can expect that neither
the bias error nor the random error in drag coefficient due to temperature measurement error

should exceed approximately 0.025%. Since this is significantly less than the 0.4% to 1.O%
error associated with pressure measurement, no attempt was made to correct the temperature
to tme static.

4.3 Wind Tunnel Boundary Errors
Horizontal Buoyancv. Boundary layer growth along the walls of the tunnel will cause a
variation in cross-sectional area along the test section. This in tum wili cause a static
pressure variation along the tunnel. ln the case of the test section used in this experiment
which has flac parallel sides, the static pressure will decrease along the tunnel. This will
result in an increase in drag on the mode1 over that which it would experience in an
unbounded flow.
Solid Blockaae. The finite ratio of model cross-sectional area to tunnel flow area results in
an increase in surface stresses over what the mode1 would experience in an unbounded flow.
Wake BIockage. The finite ratio of the wake area and the tunnel area results in an increase in
drag on the model over what it would experience in an unbounded flow.

Solid and Wake Blocka~eError Estimate. Barlow et al (1999) give the following
approximate formula for the combined error in measured drag due to solid and wake
blockage:

1 mode1 &ontalarea
%ERR = - 100%
4 test -sectionarea

In this case, the mode1 fiontal area includes that of the mounting hardware. Inserting the
appropriate values for this test gives:

Significance of Tunnel Boundarv Errors. All of the tunnel boundary enon are systematic.
Since these experiments are primarily concerned with relative changes in drag, it would not
be relevant to apply the tunnel boundary corrections. In addition, the mode1 represents only

one possible body geometry. The variability in measured drag coefficients for live swimmers

as discussed in section 2.1.1 would overwhelm any tunnel boundary correction applied to this
test model.

4.4 Summary of Bias and Random Errors
The following table summarizes the assumed bias and randorn errors in drag coefficient arising
f?om the various sources discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3:
ERROR SOURCE
Dtag Transducer (LVDT)

0.3 to 0.7

Model Cross-sectional Are.

CS

Tare Drag Estimate

c4

Pitch Angle

NIA

Dynamic Pressure

-0

Static Temperature

<0.03

Tunnel Boundary Errors

- 1.5

The bias errors are systematic and will affect neither the ranking of results nor the estimated
percentage difference in drag fiom one configuration to the next. In addition, the wide variation
in gwmetry and therefore drag coefficient amongst swimmers (0.58 to 1 .O4 as discussed in

section 2.1.1) makes bias error corrections on the order of 5 to 10% somewhat irrelevant.

The clean baseline test as described in section 4.5 was the most extensively tested configuration
with 3 1 data points. The variability in the measured drag coefficientabout the regression Iine
was approximately f 1.5%. This is within the predicted range of random error associated with the

two dominant sources of random error, pitch angle and dynarnic pressure.

4.5 Test Results for Baseline Configurations
Two types of baseline test were conducted. The Stephens type vortex generators were initialiy
mounted on a fabric strip that was then afixed to the model. This strip of flexible swirnsuit
material was employed in order to facilitate attachment to the contours of the model and to
maintain the relative positions of the vortex generators fTom one test to the next. The fabric used
had a thickness of -0.0 1 in as did the double sided tape used to a%x the material to the model. In
order to assess the affect of the vortex generators alone on cira& baseline testing was conducted
with a fabric strip affuted to the posterior of the model. The fabric strip used in baseline testing
was 0.6in wide and 7in long. The strip was affixed to the model such that its fonvard edge was

1 .Oin forward of the apex of the posterior. This was a typical size and location of the fabric strips

later used to attach the vortex generators to the model.
Initially, it was assumed that while the fabric strips would influence drag, they would not have a
significant interaction with the vortex generators. That is to Say, the drag influence of the fabric
strips and the vortex generators would be simply additive. As will be discussed in section 4.8.8.
this assumption proved to be untrue.
Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the drag coefficient with Reynolds nurnber for the two baseline
configurations. Regression curves were fit to the data using the least squares methûd. Using the
rnethod de~cnbedin Lipson and Sheth ( 1973), confidence bands were fit to the data. The outer
confidence band is the region into which 90% of al1 measurements should fall. The inner band is
the region in which one can be 90% certain of finding the hue mean of the data. The method

used is descnied in more detail in section 4.6.1.

The range of ReynolQ numbers is shown from 2.0 x 1o6 to 7.0 x 106. This gives an idea of the
extrapolated values of the drag coefficient across the entue region of interest. The expanded
confidence interval farther into the exmipolated region of the graphs reflects the increased
uncertainty in the coefficient of drag as the Reynolds number increases above the actually tested
values.
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Figuis 4.2: Dng Coefficient venus Reynolds Numôer for Baseline Configurations

4.6 Discussion of Results for Baseline Configurations
4.6.1 Baseline Data Repeatability
The bue relationship of drag versus velocity was assurneci to take the form:
CD= a Log Re +b

(4.15)

The constants a and b were determined for the two baseline configurations using the function
LMESTO found in Microsofi Excel. Using this function, the regression equation for the fabric

baseline was found to be

Similarly the regression equation for the clean baseline was

These lines represent the mean for the measured data. The sample size is, however. limited. In
order to assess the probability that these equations describe the true relationship between
Reynolds number and drag coefficient (plus or minus any bias errors), one must calculate the
confidence bands around the data. The inner confidence band contains the true mean to the
specified confidence level and is defined as

where &:(,-?,

is the value of the Student's t-distribution for 1 - a = the confidence levei,

These are the standard forms of the equations. For this study y = CDand x = Log Re.
The outer band contains ail data points to the desired confidence level and is given by

The average values of the outer confidence band, A2, for the clean and fabric baselines was 1.5%
and 1.3% respectively. These values compare well with the estimatrxl maximum random m o r s

of 1.O% and 1.2% produced by dynamic pressure and pitch angle.

4.6.2 Cornparison with Historical Results
The estimated drag coefficient for the fabric baseline ranged frorn approximately 0.56 to 0.57.
This is very close to the lower limit of OS8 fiom previous studies on live swimmers (Clarys,
l978b). This should be expected since previous studies include swimmers of varying skill levels.
One would anticipate that elite cornpetitive swirnmers would tend towards the lower end of the
range. They train extensively to hold the optimal 'streamlined' position. The body position of
the rnodel is based on this position which experience indicates is the most efficient.
Consequently, the drag coefficient, at least, does not indicate a gross discrepancy in flow
characteristics fiom the mode1 to a live swimmer.

4.6.3 Differences between Two Baseline Results
The presence of the fabric strips increased the measured drag coefficient for the model by an
average of approximately 8%. In addition, the coefficient of drag for the fabric baseline showed a
decreased variability with Reynolds nurnber in comparison with the clan baseline. This result is
similar to the effect of surface roughening on a cylinder as s h o w in White (199 1). Between
Reynolds numbas of approximately 5 x 10' and 5 x IO', surface roughness causes a decrease in
overall drag due to separation delay. Howeva, at Reynolds numben above 5 x 1O*, surface
roughness has an adverse impact on overall drag. In order to detemine the precise cause, a more
detailed study of the boundary layer conditions upstream of the posterior separation bubble is
requ ired.

4.7 Vortex Generator Testing
4.7.1 Choosing a Vortex Geneator Height Based on Boundary Layer

Estimates
In order to make a reasonable estimate for the initial height of the vortex generators, one must
estimate the boundary layer conditions in the area of interest. Since the geometry of the vortex
generators was ultimateiy to be determined by experiment, a simple flat-plate estimate was

performed. From the mode1 geornetry d iscusd o r 1ier, the tested Reynolds number immediateiy
upstream of the posterior separation bubble, Re+, ranges barn

where L, is the distance from the leading edge of the mode1 to the apex of the posterior.
Similarly, for world-class s w h e r s , the Reynolds number immediateiy upstream of the posterior
separation bu bb le ranges from

PL.,V

Re, = -=
P

(996)(1.12)(1.3 7)

=1.69~
IO6

905 x

for a female 200 metre breaststrdcer, to

for a male 50m fieestylet.
Al1 of these Reynolds numben lie within the possible transition range for flat plates of

5 x i d < Re, < 8 x 10' (White, 1979). Since a s w h e r is clearly not a flat, smooth plate, one

would expect transition to occur toward the lower end of the range. This may, however, be
somewhat mitigated by the compliance of the swimmers skin that would tend to damp out
turbulence and delay separation. In order to examine the possible range of conditions for the
boundary layer, its thicknas was calculated for both laminar and turbulent assumptions. The
thickness of a laminar boundary layer on a flat plate is given by Kuethe and Chow (1986) as

For the female breaststroker this gives

and for the male k t y l e r ,

The narrow range of these values suggest that, ai least for the larninar assumption. a single vortex
generator height rnight be adequate for all world class swimmers. Now, assuming the boundary
layer to be fully turbulent fiom the leading edge, its thickness is given by Kuethe and Chow as

For the female breeststroker this gives

and for the male fieestyler,

The estimated turbulent boundary layer thickness also varies little across the range. This
reinforces the suggestion that a single vortex generator height would be equally effective for al1
elite swimmers. That king said, the vast difference between the laminar and turbulent boundary
layer heights might seem to impose a wide range on possible vortex generator heights. However,
a closer examination of the velocity profiles for laminar and turbulent layers suggests that a single
vortex generator height will be satisfactory for both possibiiities.

In the case of the turbulent layer, most of the velocity change occurs close to the wall. This
suggests îhat even a vortex genentor that is very short in cornparison with the boundary layer
thickness will be effective in increasing shear stress at the wall thereby delaying separation.
Indeed Lin et al (1990) found that even vortex generators as short as 0.16 were effective in
controlling turbulent boundary layer separation.
Conversely, the more gradually sloped laminar boundary layer would require. relative to its
heigtit, a much larger vortex generator. Laminar flow separation is generaily delayed by simply
tripphg the boundary layer into turbulence by rneans of either surface roughness or a transverse
obstacle. However, this produces a natural turbulent boundary layer (NTL)which has less eddy
viscosity and is therefore Iess effective at separation control than the artificial turbulent boundary
layer (ATL) produced by vortex generators (Kuethe, 1972).
A first guess at an appropriate vortex generator height was chosen as 0.35 of the estirnated

turbulent boundary Iayer thickness. This would translate into a height of 6mm on a swimmer.
For the model, the assurned turbulent boundary layer thickness is estimated for the highest test
speed to be

This is approximately half the predicted turbulent bounàary layer thickness for the world class
swimrners. Consequently, a heigbt of 3mm was chosen for the initial tests of the Stephens vortex
genetators.

4.8 Vortex Generator Configuration Screening
4.8.1 Vortex Generator Design Variables
In order to find a viable configuration, one must fint identiQ the important variables for vortex
generator design. In order to reduce the degrees of fieedom, most of the variables were f ~ e d
based on either analysis or recommendations of previous researchers. The variables were either

fwed or constrained as follows:
Type. The Stephens type was initially chosen due to its ease of manufacture and the variety

of available research. Due to end-user concems, the Kuethe type was later adopted for its
lower protile and lack of sharp protrusions.
Angle of Attack. This is applicable to the Kuethe type. The smaller type 1 Kuethe vortex
generators that were tested initially were constrained by the Dymo-Labeller as discussed in
section 4.9.1 . It could produce ody a single angle of approximately 22.5". The larger type 2
Kuethe used an angle of 15' as suggested by Kuethe and Chow (1986).
Ramp Anale. This is applicable to the Stephens Type. A ramp angle of 1O0 was chosen in
order to produce as compact a design as possible without adversely affecting efficiency. The
eficiencies for various NACA duct ramp angles are given in the Royal Aeronautical Society
data sheet RAS 66029 ( 1981 ).
Height. The Stephens vortex generator height was fixed at 3mm on the model based on the
analysis performed in section 4.7.1 .

Number of Rows. The nurnber of rows was limited to a maximum of k e e in order to
minimize weight and potential manufacturing cost.
Nurnber of Vortex Generators within Each Row. This variable was limited frst by the

number of vortex generators required to span the width of the separation bubble. A
secondary restraint was hposed by the width of material on a swirnsuit.
Lonaitudinal Position of Vortex Generators. Lin et al (1990) suggested that vortex generators
should be placed approxirnately 26 upstream of baseline separation initiation. The estimate

of turbulent boundary layer thickness performed in section 4.7.1 gave a boundary layer
thickness of 14.1 mm on the model. Consequently, the value of 26 is 28.2rnrn or about 1.1 in.
Given this, the first row of vortex generators was placed 1.25in, 1.Oin or 0.75in ahead of the
apex of the posterior. Based on observations of tufh placed in the region of interest during
baseline testing, the apex was observed to be the approximate initiation line of separation.
Lateral S~acingbetween Vortex Generators. For the Stephens vortex generators the spacing
was fmed to that dictated by the NACA duct geometry as describeci in RAS 66029 (1 98 1).

The spacing of the type 1 Kuethe vortex generators was dictated by the spacing produced by
the Dyrno-Labeller. The spacing of the type 2 Kuethe vortex generators was equal to their
width as suggested by Rao and Kariya ( 1988).

S~acing;between Rows. The spacing between rows of Stephens vortex generators was set to
zero. This was done in order to approach the proprietary Wheeler design of overlapping
Stephens vortex generators as shown in figure 2.5. Lin et a1 (1 990) found this an effective
arrangement for separation control.
Relative Lateral Alignment of Vortex Generators fiom one Row to the Next. in al1 tests, the
vortex generators in succeeding rows were aiigned directly behind those in the f k t row. This
was done in order to reinforce the vortices created in the first row rather than create new
potentially interfering vortices.

4.8.2 Minimum Required Drag Reducüon
Obviously, any viable contiguration must reduce drag by some significant amount. In order to
define 'significant', one must examine the reiationship between drag and the elapsed time for a
race, the quantity of interest to the end user. The following is a simplified analysis intended to
identify the approximate relationship between elapsed time and drag coefticient. The relationship
between velocity, power, and drag is given by:

P t = DV.

(4.22)

whne P' is the usable power, D is the drag, and Vis the velocity. The usable power is given by

where q is the overail propulsive efficiency and P is the power generated by the swimmer.
Noting that drag is relate. to velocity by

where CD is the drag coefficient, A is the cross-sectional a r a of the swimmer, and p is the water
density, and substituting equations 4.23 and 4.22a into 4.22 gives

As one would expect, maximum human power decreases with increasing duration as show in

Figure 4.3 (Abbott and Wilson, 1995). Near skty seconds a typical duration for a 100-metre

race, the maximum power output is approximated by

where t is the duration of the race in seconds. The average velocity during the race is given by

where S is the race distance. Substituting equations 4.25 and 4.26 into 4.24 gives

Since we are interested in the relationship between Co and t, equation 4.27 can be rearranged as

which becornes

The above equation is only valid for races that are close to 60 seconds in duration. Assuming we
wish to reduce the elapsed time for a 100-metre race fiom 60 seconds to 59.5 seconds, the
required drag reduction would be given by

Similarly, for a O. 1-second reduction in elapsed time, the relative required drag coefficient is
given by

Consequently, in a sixty-second race, an average drag reduction of 2.1 % couid be expected to
produce a 0.5-second reduction in elapsed time. Even a 0.4% reduction in drag could be expected
to result in a O. 1 -second &op in elapsed tirne. As discussed in Chapter 1. hundredths of seconds
are significant in competition. Even taking into account that vortex generators would not be
submerged over the entire race distance for al1 strokes, any drag reduction geater than I % could
be considered significant.
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Figure 4.3: Maximum Human Power venus Duration (Adapted from Abbot and

Wilson, 1995)

4.8.3 Vortex Configuration Codes
Due to the number of tested configurations, a coding system is required for concise classification.
The code for each vortex configuration takes the following fom:
R 1 -R2-R3-B-L-X-Y,
where:
RI through R3 are the number of vortex generators in rows one to three respectively on the

modei's posterior,
8 is the number of vortex generators across the upper back,

L is the number of vortex generators across the sides of the back, and

X is distance, in inclies, between the leading edge of the first row of vortex generators and the
apex of the posterior as shown in figure 4.3.

Y is the distance, in inches, between the leading edge of vortex generators mounted on the

back and the apex of the posterior.
A 'O' in any code indicates that neither vortex generaton nor fabric strips were used at that

location while a ' 1 ' indicates that a fabric strip was used without vortex generators.
For example, the code, 20- 12-0- 1 - 1 2- 1.25-9, desct-ibesa configuration with:
20 vortex generators in the first row (R1 = 20),

12 vortex generators in the second row (R2 = 12),
Zero vortex generators in the third row (R3 = O),
A strip of fabric across the upper back (B = 1 ),

12 vortex generators (six on each side) across the sides of the back (L= 12), and

The leading edge of the first row of vortex generators was 1.25in forward of the apex of the
posterior (X = 1.25).

The leading edge of vortex generators on the back of the model are 9in forward of the apex of
the posterior (Y = 9in).

This configuration is show schematically in tigure 4.4. The vortex generators are to scale
relative to the mode1 drawing. However, the vortex generators are shown as a two dimensional
development. Consequently, they appear to extend beyond the sides of the rnodel.

Figure 4.4: Vortex Configuration Code Exampk For 20-124-1-124.25-9

4.8.4 Stephens Vortex Generator Geometry
The geornetry of the Stephens vortex generator array is based on a NACA inlet duct as described
in RAS 66029 (198 1) and is shown in figure 4.5. This geometry was scaled down for the mode1
using the vortex generator height of 3mm as detennined in section 4.7. The dimensions show in
inches, are those of the hiIl-scale application.

Figure 4.5: Stephens Vortex Generator Geometry (Dimensions in Inches)

4.8.5 Test Results for Fabric Mounted Stephens Vortex Generators
Figures 4.6 through 4. i 1 show the measured drag coefficients for various configurations wiLin
the constraints established in section 4.8.1 . Figure 4.1 2 shows the various configurations together
for cornparison.
Figures 4.6 through 4.8 show configurations that include vortex generators on the posterior onS.
Various combinations of fabric strips and vortex generators were then aEu<ed to the back of the

mode1 in an attempt to rninimize the separation bubble in the srnall of the back.

X

Vortex Generator Data Points
Vortex Generator Mean Line
Vortex Generator Mean Confidence Band
Fabric Baseline Mean Line
Fabric Baseline Mean Confidence Bard

Figure 4.6: Draa Coefficient versus Reynolds Numbsr for Fabric Mounted
Stephens Configuration 200400-1.250
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Figura 4.7: Drag Coefficient versus Reynolds Number for Fabtic Mounted
S!ephens Configuration 20-12000-1.250
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Figure 4.9: Drag Coefficient venus Reynolds Numbr for Fabric Mounbd
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Figure 4.10: Drag Coefficient versus Reynolds Number for Fabric Mounted

Stephens Configuration 20-124-1012-1.25-7
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Figure 4.1 1: Dng Coefiicbnt versus Reynolds Nuanbar for Fabric Mounted
Stephens Configuration 20-120-1-12-1.25-9
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Figure 4.12: Drag Coenicbnt versus Reynolds Number Cornparison for al1 Fabric
Mounted Staphens Configurations

4.8.6 Discussion of Results for Fabric Mounted Stephens Vortex
Generators
Al1 of the fabric mounted Stephens vortex generator configurations showed a reduction in h g

when compared with the baseline tests with fabnc strips applied. The vortex generators also
appeared to become more effective with increasing Reynolds number.
The two most promising configurations, 20-0-0-0-0- 1.25-0 and 14- 12-0-0-0-0-0.75-0, each
showed a drag reduction of approximately 6% at a Reynolds number of 3.75 x 106.
The application of either fabric strips or vortex generaton to the upper back of the model offered
no apparent reduction in drag. No attempt was made to alter the size of the vortex generators to
account for the thinner boundary layer upstream. Consequently, the size of the vortex generators
was probably not optimal for reducing the size of the separation bubble in the lumbar region of
the back. In addition, the separation bubble in the small of the back was observeci to be smaller
than the posterior one. This suggests that the posterior separation bubble is a larger contributor to
overall drag than the lumbar one. Consequently, no subsequent testing was conducted with
vortex generators afixed to the model's back.

4.8.7 Test Results for Directly Mounted Stephens Vortex Generators
The method of testing was rnodified to permit more expedient screening of potential vortex
generator configurations. The vortex generators were affmed to the rnodel by means of doublesided tape. Since the fabric was eliminateû, al1 testing reported hereafter is compared to the clan
baseline.
Tests of the various directly applied Stephens vortex generator configurations s h o w in figures
4.13 through 4.16 generally include three data points. The intention was to go back and retest

configurations that showed the most promise for dtag reduction. However, as will be discussed
in the following section, feedback fiorn real-world users forced the abandonment of the Stephens

type vortex generator in favour of the Kuethe type. Figre 4.13 shows the four configurations
that were tested with the first row of vortex generators 1.îSin upstrearn of the apex of the
posterior. Figures 4.14 through 4.16 show the test results for various configurations for X =
O.7Sin. These results were grouped into three sets in order to alleviate the visual clutter that
would have resulted if they were ail shown on the same graph.

20-12-0-1 -1 -1.25-9
18-0-0-0-0-1.25-0

l8-l4-O-O-O-l.Z5-O
18-14-8-0-0-1.25-0

Clean Baseline Mean Line

Clean Baseline Mean Confidence Band

Figure 4.1 3: Dng Coefficient versus Reynolds Number for Directly Mounrd

Stephens with X = 1.?Sin

16-0-0-0-0-0.75-0
16-14-0-0-0-0.75-0
8-14-0-0-0-0.75-0

Clean Baseline Mean Line

Clean Baseline Mean Confidence Band

Figure 4A4: Dng Coetlkient vemus Reynolds Number for Direcüy Mounbd

Stephens Test wi(h X = 0.75, Set 1

8-3-0-0-0-0
.&O
8-4-O-O-O-O.7%l
1 1 -7-O-O-O-0. 75-0
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Figure 4.15: D n g Coefficient venus Reynolds Number for Dimctly Mounted

Stephens Test mth X = 0.75, Set 2
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Figure 4.16: Drag Coefficient vsrsus Reynolds Number foi Directly Mounted
Stephens Test with X = 0.75, Set 3

4.8.8 Discussion of Results for Directly Mounted Stephens Vortex

Generators
Generally, none of the directly mounted Stephens vortex generator configurations exhibited a
reduced drag coeficient when compared with the dean baseline. However, the 8-4-0-0-0-0.75-0
configuration broke even. This irnplies that the vortex generator device drag for this
configuration was equal to the reûuction in drag resulting frorn delayed separation.
The 16- 14-0-0-0-0.75-0 configuration shown in figure 4.1 4 appeared to eliminate the separation
bubble. This conclusion was based on observation of the tu& immediately downsûeam of the
posterior. These tufts were observed to be lying flat against the mode1 surface and to be pointing
aft. This contrasts with the overall drag increase for this configuration in comparison with the
clean baseline. This irnplies that the device drag of this particular vortex generator configuration
was greater than the drag generated by the separation bubble. This, in ium, suggests that a more
optimal configuration may employ smaller vortex generators with lower drag coeficients.

B a d on the results of the fabric-mounted testing, swimsuits fitted with Stephens vortex
generators had been used in cornpetition. The suits were successful in Masters' swimming with
several Canadian national titles being won and a Masters' national record being set. However.
when initially introduced to members of the US National Team, the weight and aesthetics of the
suit were found unacceptable. The points of the Stephens vortex generators tended to catch when
sitting, thus causing them damage. Consequently, testing of the Stephens vortex generators was
discontinued and a more practical design was sought.

4.9 Kuethe Vortex Generators
The Kuethe vortex generator, describeci in chapter 2, has a constant height with no sharp edges.
This, it was anticipated, would make the vortex generators less susceptible to damage during realworld use.

The Kuethe type was tested without fabric backing in order to remove its interaction with the
vortex generators. In addition, it was desirable to demonstrate a drag reduction under the
apparentîy more consemative clean conditions. This, it was hoped, would increase confidence
that the drag reductions observed for the fabric mounted vortex generators were not merely an
artefact of the interaction between the fabric and the vortex generators.

4.9.1 Test Results for Type 1 Kuethe Vortex Generators
The Type 1 Kuethe vortex generators, show in figure 4.17, were created by printing a series of
capital Vs with a Dymo-labeller. The dimensions s h o w in figure 4.1 7 are those of the vortex
generators affuted to the model. The adhesive backing and the regularly shaped and spaced Vs
made this a particularly convenient and repeatable arrangement. The height of the type 1 Kuethe
vortex generators was approxirnately 0.056. This is below the minimum recornmended height of

0.16 suggested by Lin et al ( 1990). However, since the value of S estimated for the model is
probably high as discussed in section 4.7.1, the low heigbt of the Type 1 Kuethe vortex
generators might still be effective. In any case, a shorter height seemed appropriate given that the
results for the 0.256 Stephens vortex generators suggested they might have been higher than
required. Figure 4.18 shows the results of testing for two configurations of Type I Kuethe vortex
generators.

Figure 4.17: Type 1 Kueaie Vortex Generatom (Dimensions in Inches)
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Figure 4.18: Dng Coefficient venus Reynolds Number for Type 1 Kuethe Vortex

Generators.

4.9.2 Discussion of Results for Type 1 Kuethe Vortex Generatom
Figure 4.18 indicates that the single row of vortex generators became less effective with
increasing Reynolds Number. Conversely, the measured Unprovernent in drag coefficient for the
double row of vortex generators increases with higher Reynolds numbers. The srnall vortices
produced by the Type 1 Kuethe vortex generator rnay have a short persistence. The second row
rnay have serveâ to reinforce the vortices created by the first row. This would allow the vortices
to persist downstream of baseline separation. At the lowest tested speeds, the boundary layer
imrnediately upstream of the vortex generaton may not yet have been fully turbulent.
Consequently, the single row would have served to trip the boundary layer at these lower
Reynolds numbers. This would have delayed separation and accounted for the single row's
effectiveness at lower Reynolds nurnbers.

4.9.3 Test Resulb for Type 2 Kuethe Vortex Generators
The geometry of the Type 1 Kuethe vortex generators was inherently arbitrary and not necessariiy
optimal. In addition, the rnanufacturing technique for the end application entailed individually
rnoulding and bonding each vortex generator to a swimsuit. Consequentty, the 48 vortex
generators, required by the best Type I configuration, would have required excessive labour to
manufacture with the techniques available.
Consequently, a larger set of Kuethe vortex generators was tested with a height of 0.16. The
included angle of the vortex generator was reduced to 30'. This is in line with the 1 S0 angle of
attack recomrnended by Ku&e (1 972). Figure 4.19 shows the dimensions for the full-shed
Type 2 Kuethe vortex generator as used in cornpetition.
The Type 2 Kuethe vortex generators were initially tested in four configurations. These consisted

of either a single row of 10 vortex generators or two rows with 10 in the first and eight in the
second. Each of these configurations was tested at 0.75 in and I .Oin ahead of baseline sepmition
initiation. Of the initially tested configurations, the 10-8-0-0-0-0.75-0 configuration showed the
most promise and was tested more extensively. The results of this testing are shown in figure
4.20. The test results for the other three configurations are shown together in figure 4.2 1.

Figure 4.19: Type 2 Kuethe Vortex Genenton (Dimensions in Inches)
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Figun 4.20: Dng Coefficient versus Reynolds Number for Type 2 Kuethe Vortex
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Figure 4.21 : Dtag Coefficient venus Reynolds Number for other Type 2 Kuethe
Vortex Generstor Configuratiom.

4.9.4 Discussion of Results for Type 2 Kuethe Vortex Generators
The 10-8-0-0-0-0.75-0 Type 2 Kuethe cor@yation

showed a drag reduction of approxirnately

2% at Reynolds numbers above 3.0 x 106. AS discussed in section 4.8.2 this amount of drag

reduction couid be expected to reduce a swimrners elapsed time in a 100-metre race by several
tenths of a second. Assuming that Kuethe vortex generators interact with swimsuit fabric in the
same manner as that obsewed for the Stephens type in section 4.8, the tme drag reduction could

be pater.
Jenny Thompson of the USA first used the Type 2 Kuethe vortex generators in a major
cornpetition at the 1996 Olyrnpics in Atlanta where she won three gold medals. Her split time of

58.53 seconds for the butterfly leg of the 4 x 1OOm medley relay was the second fastest ever
recorded. More recently, at the 1999 Pan Pacifc Championships in Sydney Australia, Jenny
Thompson and Lenny Krayzelburg combined to establish four new world records while wearing
Type 2 Kuethe vortex generators. Ms. Thompson set a new standard in the l OOm Butterfly while
Mr. Krayzelburg set new world records in the 50m, IOOrn, and ZOOm backstroke races. These
successes at least anecdotally support the test results.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Applicability of Results to Swimmer
5.1.1 Static Test vs. Moving Swimmer
The static tests conducted in this study are directiy applicable only to a swimrner who is not
moving their arms or legs. This condition does occur in a race immediately following a tum or

start. However, as soon as the swimmer starts kicking and pulling, the fiow around their body
becornes dynamic and unsteady. In addition, any analysis of surface swimming must take into

account the effect of the air-water interface.
Despite the tendency for swimmers to remain submerged as long as the rules will allow, surface
swimrning still comprises the majority of rnost swimming races. Consequentiy, there is a need to
masure the influence of various drag reduction techniques dunng this phase of the race.

5.1.2 Air Vs. Water
Air and water are both Newtonian fluids and each has been used in testing to predict flow in the
other. Matching the Reynolds numbers (the most relevant parameter for the submerged
swimmer) in the two media should tend to give the same overall flow patterns and drag
coefficients. This correlation could be confirrned by testing the sarne moâei in both an air and
water tunnel at the same Reynolds number.

5.1.3 Reynolds Nurnber Variation
The maximum tesi velocity of 46.Smls corresponds to a Reynolds number of 3.75 x 109 The
range of Reynolds numbers for world class swirnmers, as discussed in section 4.1.2, is
approximately 3 .O x 106to 6.3 x 106. Consequently, the range of Reynolds numbers for the test
data intersects that for elite swimmers. However, it would be prudent to perfom tests at higher

velocities in order to confirm the effectiveness of vortex generators across the entire range of
interest.

5.2 Significance of Results
As show in section 4.8.2, a drag reduction of 2.1 % could be expected to lower 100-metre tirnes

by 0.5 seconds. Consequently, the measured drag reductions of 2% for the Type 2 Kuethe and
6% for the fabric mounted Stephens vortex generators could be expected to drop several tenths of

a second off a 100-metre race. To illustrate the significance of this, one notes that Daichi Suzuki
of Japan won the 1988 Olympic 100 metre backstroke in a tirne of 55.05 seconds while Sergei
Zabolotnov of Uzbekistan, who finished in 55.37 seconds, was fourth.

5.3 Future Static Testing Recomrnendations
5.3.1 Change model mounting method
The three point mounting method allowed too much vibration in pitch and yaw during testing.
This prevented reliable measurement above sixty percent of the wind tunnel's maximum air
velocity. in addition, the three-point mount introduced significant tare drag.
Future tating should be conducted with a single, centrally rnounted strut. This will constrain the
mode1 in pitch and should cut down on flutter. The increased torsional stiftiiess of a single robust
strut should also prevent mode1 vibration in yaw at higher speeds. In addition, the single stmt
should d u c e the total tare drag.

5.3.2 lmprove Anthropomorphism
An early version of Poser software was used, in part, to create the wind tunnel model. This

software had limited choices for body types and tendeû to produce idealized forms. In practical
terms, this meant the rnodel had a large chest and narrow hips. While sorne elite swimmers may
approach this Tom, it is probably not representative of the majority.

The smaller hip area of this mdel may have led to a smaller separation bubbk downsiream of the
posterior. This ultimately may have lead to an underestimate of its overail drag contribution. The
iatest version of Poser is able to produce a variety of more realistic body types. A mode1 created

with this sohare should more accurately model the drag contribution fiom the posterior.

5.3.3 Alter Arm Position
The angled arm position was intended to be a more rcalistic representation of an achievable
posture. This was based on observing the best arm position of a number of cornpetitive
swimmers. However, further observation of submerged elite swimrners has shown that they are
able to achieve an ideal straight-am position. Assuming this improved posture reduces overall
drag, the relative drag contribution of the posterior separation bu bble would probably increase.

5.4 Proposed Dynamic Testing through Measurement of
Heartbeats per Lap
This test method would involve recording the number of heartbeats per lap for a swimmer and
plotting this against the time taken for each lap. If the swimmer's velocity is steady and their
effort level is below the anaerobic threshold, the number of heartbeats on a given lap should be
related to the energy expended for that lap.

This methcd would not give a direct measure of drag or energy consumption. However, for a
given swimmer it could be used to compare the effort level wearing two different swimsuits.
Clearly. the experiment would require psychological controls in order to have a rneaningfbl
result. Since this method uses an actual swimmer. in a pool, with minimal equipment it couM
prove usehl in discriminating between suit designs.

5.5 Computer Modelling
Since this thesis was fust pianneci, computers have becorne four times faster for the same cost.
At the same time, human modelling software has become more anatomically accurate.
Consequently, it should now be cost-effective to model vortex flow on a submerged swimmer
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Such a study would provide excellent flow
visualization. In addition, it may be able to optimize the vortex generator configuration with
p a t e r precision than is possible with experimental techniques.
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Appendix A Tare Drag Estimate
Any supporting structure exposed to wind in the test section will generate tare drag that must be
subtracted from the measured drag. The tare drag is assumed to take the fonn

1
since - p ~ is' the dynamic pressure that is measured for each data point, the quantity of interest

2

is C , , , A,a,

. This quantity is determineci by adding the individual values of C d for each item

of support structure exposed to wind. The exposed cross-sectional area for each bayonet is

A,,,,

= loin 0.1875in = 1 .875in2.

The profile of each bayonet is an elongated rectangle with slightly rounded corners. Its
coefficient of drag is estirnateci to be

Two bosses on either side of the model connect it to the bayonets. The exposed cross-sectional
area of each boss is

A,,

= 0.85in 0.29in = 0.246911'

Each boss has an airfoil profile with a thickness-tcxhord ratio of 46% and an aspect ratio of 1.36.

This suggests a drag coefficient of

CD,,

0.2.

Finally, the pitch strut has an exposed cross-sectional area of

Apfm, = Min .1875in = 1.4063in2.

The pitch strut profile has thickness-to-chord ratio of 46% and an aspect ratio of 18.5. This
suggests a drag coefficient of

The value of CDtam
A, is given by

Substituting in the values fiom above gives

This value was rnultiplied by the dynamic pressure measured for each data point and subtracted

from the measured drag.
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Appendix B Test Data
Table 1: Test Data for Bawline Configuration with Fabric Strips

Table 2: Test Data for Cîean Baseline Configuration

Table 3: Test Data for Clean Baseline Configuration (Continued)

r
m
Q
kgid kgîm/sec Pa
31klean Baseline 1.162 1.823~-0511295.0

ID Configuration

Table 4: Test Data for Fabric Mounted Stephens Configurations without Vortex
Generators on Back and X = 1.2Sin

Table 5: Test Data for Fabric Mounted Stephens Configurations with Vortex
Generators on Back and X = 1.2Sin

ID VG Type Mwnt

Configurationp
R3

65 Stephens Fabric 20-12-0-10-12-1.259
66
67

Table 6: Test Data for Fabric Mounted Stephens Configurations mth Vortex
Genentors on Back and X = 1. M n (Continued)

Mount

Configuration
R3

P

P

4

kglrn2 kglmls Pa
~104
Fabric 20-12-G1-12-1.25-9 1.187 1.828 548.6
1.187 1.828 877.3
1.185 1.831 1265.3
1.183 1.833 548.6

I

l

:

Table 7: Test Data for Fabrk Mounted Stephens Configurations without Vortex
Generatom on Back and X = 0.75in

95 Stephens
96

I
abric cl

14-12-eo-CrO.750 1.182 1. a 3 542.4
1
1.179 1.836 889.7

Table 8: Test Data for Dimctly Mounted Stephens Configurations with X = 1.25in

ID VG Type (Munt
.

Configuration
R3

P

P

kgh? kglmls
x 104
104 Stephens ûirect 18M)-0-0-1.250 1.183 1.828
1.180 1.831
105.
1.180. 1.831
106
1.183 1.a28
107
108
1.180 1.831
1.180 1.831
1O9
110 Stephens Dired l&IU-M)-l.25-û 1.183 1.828
1.180 1.831
111
1.180 1.831
112
1.183 1.828
113
1.180 1.831
114
1.180 1.831
115
116 Ste~hens ûirect 18-14-8-0-0-1.254 1.183 1.828

1

q
Pa

V

mlsec

872.4 38.41
867.4 38.34
872.4 38.44
857.5 38.00
860.0 -38.17
857.5 38.12
864.9 38.24
862.5 38.23
869.9 38.39
887.2 38.73
855.1 38.M
857.5 38.12
845.2 37.8C

Tabk 9: Test Data foi Dimctfy Mounted Stephens Configurations with X = O.7Sin

ID VG Type Momt

Confiiuration

P

R3
117 Stephens Dired 16-CLU000.750
118
119
120 Ste~hens Direct 16-14-0-0.0-0.75-0

1.200
1.198
1.198
1.196

129 Stephens Oirect
130

1.188
1.186

83-û-û-û-û.75-0

Table 10: Test Data for Directly Mounted Stephens Configurations with X = 0.75in

(Continued)

ID VG Type Mount

Configuration

P

P

kg/m2 kdrrJI

R3
132 Stephens
133
134
135 Stephens

Direct

137 Stephens
138
139
140 Stephens

~irectl 1 0-7QQ06.750

84û-û-û-O.75-0

1.188
1.186
1.
1.184

1325
1.82e
1:8%
1.831

la--

Direct

1
Direct

11-7Q004.75-0

--

.-

1240-0-04.75-0

143 Stephens Direct 14-124-0-0-0.75-0
144
145
146 Stephens Direct 1 4 12-0-1-0-0.75-9
147
148

-

1 . 1 8 6 1828
1.184 1.831
1.182 1.833
1.186 1.828

1.186
1.184
1.182
1.184
1.182
1.179

1.828
1.831
1.833
1331
1.833
1.836

Table 11: Test Data for Kuethe Type 1 Vortex Generaton

ID VG Type Mount

Configuration
R3

P

P

kn/rn2 kgftnis
x la5

I

Tabk 12: Test Data for Kuethe 7ype 2 Vortex Generaton
.-

Mount

--

Configuration

R3
-

Direct

108-OM)-0.7M

168 Kuethe T2 Direct

IO-8-eO-Ck1.04

171 Kuethe T2 Direct

Direct

P

P

4

kg/m2 kglmls Pa
=
x lu5
1.1701 1.828 531.3
1.170 1.828 869.9
1.168 1.831 1267.8
1.166 1.833 528.9
1.166 1.833 877.3

1.166
1.166
1.164
10-0-0-0-0-1.0-0
1.166
11.166
'1.164
10-0-0-0-0-0.75-0 1.164

1.833
1.833
1.836
1.833
1.833
1.836
1.836

540.0
866.2
1270.2
541.2
872.4
1275.2
541.2

